QUT has believed in the vision of the Lens from the outset. Our University is proud to be a pioneer investor in the Lens.org, a sustainable social enterprise that openly maps innovation worldwide. We are grateful to the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation for grants to QUT that supported the creation and operation of the Lens.

Professor Peter Coaldrake AO  QUT Vice-Chancellor

Creating global impact through Lens.org

QUT congratulates its spin-out company, Lens.org, and Professors Osmat Jefferson and Richard Jefferson for their pioneering contribution of open tools that map pathways and partnerships for science and technology to create social and economic value. QUT is committed to seeing impact from public investment, and the Lens platform is one of our tangible contributions to this goal.

The Lens is a free, open and private web platform hosting the world’s patents linked with global scholarship to enable better partnerships and pathways to impact.
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Lens team from left to right: Richard Jefferson, Annie Connell, Ben Warren Deniz Koellhofer, Simon Lang, Kenny Williams
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Professor Peter Waterhouse is internationally known for his research on RNA interference (RNAi) and his expertise ranges from viral gene regulation to plant genomics. More than 1700 patents reference his work worldwide.